Introduction
The Bioanalytical Robotics laboratory at Glaxo Inc. has continually progressed through a series of justification, planning, implementation, obstacle-jumping and success during its development. Within those cycles there have been many smaller cycles to justify purchases, headcount, workload and deadlines, but the five major cycles have been the driving force in terms of ability to grow, be successful and provide the senior management commitment needed to negotiate resources. The laboratory is currently in the fifth major cycle of growth. These major cycles are described here in detail, leading up to the formal strategic plan that is now used to pace growth and to adjust to unforeseen obstacles and needs. Few plans, other than hiring the chemist and buying a robot, were made during the two years of development and few expectations were set upon implementation.
To get from there to where we are now, Bioanalytical Robotics has repeatedly gone through cycles ofjustification, planning, implementation, obstacle-jumping and success (see figure 1) . The 
